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$PTSAG Message Output 

By Adam Hickerson Raveon Technologies Corp 

Su m ma ry  

The M7 radio is capable of compatibility with GAPS systems using the $PTSAG 
message. This message will output GPS report information received over-the-air in the 
format described below. 

En ab l i n g  $P TS A G Me ss a ge s  

The OUTPUT command on the M7 will change what message is output when a GPS 
report is received from a remote unit. To enable $PTSAG messages, issue command 
OUTPUT 17 at the receiving unit. All GPS reports will now result in a $PTSAG message 
output. 

$PTSAG messages are supported in the M7 starting with version E24. 

$P TSA G Mes sa ge  F or m a t  

The following is the $PTSAG message format, indicating the Raveon implementation of 
the format. 

$PTSAG,[Sequence],[Time],[Day],[Month],[Year],[ID],[Latitude],[Hemisphere],[Longitude
],[Direction],[Validity],[Voltage/CalcDepth],[Source],[GPS/SenseDepth]*[Checksum] 

S e q ue n c e  

Format: #nnn 

The sequence number field will be the OTA sequence number of the GPS message. 
Raveon sequence numbers range from 0-255. The sequence number will increment by 
one each transmission and will be sequential for each individual device. 

The standard $PTSAG message allows sequences up to 5 digits long, which will never 
occur with the M7. 

Time 

Format: HHMMSS.mmm 

The time field will be the UTC time that the GPS position was read. Milliseconds are not 
available, so they will always be zero. 

Day, Month, Year 
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Format: dd,mm,yyyy 

These fields are populated with fixed-width values as indicated. 

To save bandwidth, date information is not sent over-the-air. As such, the date 
information will not be available at the receiving station if GPS lock is not available. In 
this case, the date information will be set to all zeroes. 

ID 

Format: <x>xxx 

The $PTSAG standard allows for this field to be up to three decimal digits. 

The M7 is fully compliant with this as long as the leading digit on the M7 4 digit ID is 0 
(zero) and the remaining digits of the IDs set in the modems are restricted to 0-999, 
skipping all IDs that contain hexadecimal (alphabetical) digits.  No further action is 
necessary to use the ID field in the PTSAG message, but some notes below detail other 
cases that may arise. 

These notes below are for reference for advanced installation or debugging only. 

The MYID command can accept up to four hexadecimal digits, and all IDs in Raveon 
modems are represented in hexadecimal. In other words, MYID ABCD is a valid 
command. 

The M7 $PTSAG message still outputs the ID field in hexadecimal format. This means 
that if the ID is set to, for example, 400, the $PTSAG ID field will also indicate 400. In 
this way, the ID can be treated as though it were a decimal number for the purposes of 
the PTSAG message.  

Likewise, if a hexadecimal digit (A-F) is part of the ID, it will be displayed. 

As stated earlier, M7 ID’s are 4 digits, and it is recommended the leading digit in the M7 
ID be 0 (zero) on the transmitting units when using $PTSAG outputs. For the example 
above the M7 ID was established as 0400.  When establishing M7 ID’s ensure the 
TDMA SLOTNUM (slot number) is established separately, in conformance with the 
TDMA scheme established for the particular system in question. 

Finally, if four digits are required to represent the number, they will be used. So any ID 
that only requires three digits will be compliant to the three digit specification, but if four 
digits are needed then the output will be displayed as such. 

In this way, any ID can be output in the $PTSAG format, but only the ones mentioned 
above result in a valid, compliant $PTSAG format. 

Latitude, Hemisphere, Longitude, Direction 

Format: DDMM.mmmmm,<N|S>,DDDMM.mmmmm,<E/W> 

The latitude and longitude are in degrees, minutes and decimal minute format. For 
latitude, degrees are fixed to two digits, longitude degrees are fixed width to three digits. 
Minutes are always fixed width to two minutes, and decimal minutes are always fixed 
width to five minutes. Example: 

5442.34026,N,01352.36269,E 
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Validity 

Format: Always the letter F 

In the $PTSAG format, this indicates the validity of four reception channels, shown as a 
single hexadecimal digit. Since there is only one reception channel and it is always 
valid, this is set to the fixed value ‘F’. 

Voltage/Calculated Depth 

Format: x.x 

In this field the voltage of the M7 is output, in volts with a single decimal place. 

In the standard format, this field indicates the calculated depth, but it is used for the 
voltage on the M7. 

Source 

Format: Always the number 2 

In the $PTSAG standard format, this field indicates the source of depth information. For 
the M7, this always set to a fixed value, ‘2’. 

GPS/Sensor Depth 

Format: x 

In this field, the GPS status is sent in an identical format to the M7: 

 0: No GPS Lock 

 1: GPS Locked 

 2: GPS Locked with WAAS Corrections 

In the $PTSAG standard format, this field indicates the sensor depth. For the M7, this 
field is used for GPS status. 

Exa m pl e  Ou t p ut s  

The following is a capture of some example $PTSAG output messages: 

$PTSAG,#66,202021.000,11,08,2015,123,3308.66628,N,11714.47884,W,F,12.0,2,27*15 

$PTSAG,#67,202022.000,11,08,2015,123,3308.66634,N,11714.47878,W,F,12.0,2,27*19 
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